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pUl'pose, and, contrary to usual custom in American wood to the west. Trains will be run at very short 
"Ievated roads, they are built on the ground under- intervals, and the fare be 5 cents. The equipment will 
neath the rail way. Every station has one entrance and be similar in general design to that on the New York 
one exit. An electric bell sounds automatically as a and Brooklyn elllVated roads, with JUany improvements 
train from either end approaches within 500 ft. of the suggested by their experience, and they will be con
station, indicating the direction in which it is going. structed and furnished in the best possible manner to 
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THE CHICAGO ELEVATED RAILROAD. 

Passengers having already obtained their tickets in the 
waiti ng room, deposit them at the foot of one of tbe 
stairs leading to the platforms above, one for the north, 
and the other for the south, bound trains. 

The platforms, which are ample, being no less than 
200 ft. in length by 8 ft. wide, will accommodate a 
train of six cars. These platforms are on the outside 
of either track, and will be illuminated at night with 
arc lights The distance between stations varies from 
three to six blocks, according to the popUlation and 
importance of the cross streets. 

The road is a continuous straight line without ex
ception from end to end; it will soon be extended four 
miles further south, branching to the World's Fair on 
the east, and to tbe rapidly increasing district of Engle-

avoid ulmecessary noise, and secure comfort and con
venience t.o passengers. 

On Colonel C. Goddard, of Ohicago, bas rested the 
entirement management and direction of the work con
nected with this railroad, Mr. R. J. Sloan assisting 
him as chief engineer.-Engineering. 

BICYCLE RACING ARRANGEMENT. 
THE annexed cut illustrates a stationary racing 

machine manufactured by Ernst Strecker and Dame 
in Magdeburg, Germany, and designed to accommo
date bicyclists bent on racing in unfavorable weather. 

The machine is provided with two training bicycles 

BI(,.-yCLE RACING ARRANGEMEN'!'. 
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mounted on a fixed frame and arranged one alongside 
the other. 

Each bicycle is at its rear wheel in frictional contact 
with a pulley connected with and actuating a trans
mitting device operating a pointer on a dial facing the 
riders. 

The two pointers of the two bicycles indicate on the 
same dial and move independent of each other, and 
according to the speed given to the wheels by the 
riders; the faster moving pointer si�naling the victor. 

The transmission is so proportioned that a full revo
lution of either pointer corresponds to a ride of a mile • 

-T. Ci. H. 

THE MAN OF SOIENCE-HIS METHODS AND 
HIS WORK.* 

By R. H. THURSTON • 

INTRODUCTION • 

Ladies and Gentlemen and §Iembers of the Sigma Xi : 
In appearing before a society of men of science, and 

especially before an association having such grand pur
pose anu noble aims, the first dut.y of your orator is to 
acknowledge the compliment paid him in the invita
tion extellded him on this occasion to prG8ent his 
best thoughts to so intellectual a n  audience, and to 
make an apology for their inadequacy t.o the occasion. 
The fi rst may be made most heartily and unhesitat.ing
ly; the second would seem to demand a better reason 
than that which alone must be allowed: the brief 
time available for preparation, the vel'Y great pres
sure of work, and the unintermitted succession of du
ties compressed into the closing weeks of the college 
year. 

But while I am sure that you cannot fully realize this 
gratification, and the appreciation of the honor which 
is its eource, that my words would, if possible, indicate, 
I am sure, also, that YOIl will receive with friendly 
criticism and all charity what must represent my best 
endeavor under such exceptional and unusually UIl

favorable circumstances. That what I have to say is 
not fully up to the staudard that I aUl �ure we should 
all desire to see maintained at the�e annual meetings 
of members of a society pre-eminently devoted to high 
thinking, and peculiarly appreciati ve of great and 
fruitful thought and work, must be attri buted to 
these ad verse conditions, as well as to the fact that 
your chosen orator is neither philosopher, scholar, nor 
rhetorician. Frankness and honestylliust make amends 
for all. 

A word as to the character and aims of Sigma Xi. 
As I understand the formulated plat.form of our order, 
it declares our purpoee to be the building up of a fra
ternity of the lovers of scientific truth, lovers of all the 
knowledge coming to us out of nature; an association 
of students, of investigators, by exact and scientific me
thods of research, of all the phenomena of the seen uni
verse. It seeks, at the same time, to furnish a nucleus 
about which to gather lovers of science for t.he sake of 
science and its,works; to give testimony of appreciation 
of good work performed by young men and women, 
devotees of science; to establish a brotherhood-
which, grammatically and naturally, embraces a sister
hood-of all engaged fruitfully in a common task and 
having a common purpose; to encourage original re
search; to pl'Omote the scientific spirit, scientific 
knowledge, scientific investigation in all known fields. 
We aim at, and hope to achieve, the foundation of a 
great fraternity that shall grow in numbers, strength, 
power for good, leading, in this country, at least, per
hap� in all the world, the grandest scientific move
ments of coming times. The acorn is planted; its first 
tender sprays are coming into view; our successors, as 
we all hope, and with confidence, shall see a mightier 
oak of thi� variety than ever yet grew. 

Such being the character and the purpose of our fra
ternity, I am sure I shall be justified in the selection 
of my theme; the methods and the work of our ideal 
type and representative, the true man of science. 

In this discussion I desire to restrict myself mainly to 
the man with whom we are most familiar, while fully 
recognizing the fact that the man of science, in a true 
and liberal sense, is to be found far outside the range 
of our own special fil.ld. We do not admit. we claim, 
that Sir William Hamilton, the logician, Sir William 
Hamilton,lthe mat.hematician, walS doubly a man of sci
ence, that Lord Bacon was as much a man of science 
as was N ew:olI ; t.hat the framer of a codA of law or of 
philosophy Illay be as much a man of science as the 
seeker among the stars ; that we have among us the 
scientific lawyer, the scientific engineer, the scientific 
student of Fichte and Hegel and Compt.e and of Kantl as well as of Descartes, of Darwin, or of Spencer or or 
Herschel. He is a man of science who loves truth for 
truth's sake, and who also seeks to know and to learn 
all the facts and principles that are recognizable by 
the h uman faculties in whatever realm of t.he seen or 
the unseen, the known, the unknown, or the possibly 
knowable, they may exist. Absolute integrity of in
tellect and judgment, combined with an inextinguish
able desire to know the right by right ways, are the 
characteristics of all this class. They are found living, 
and working, and seeking knowledge in every depart
ment of human activity and of natural existence. To 
all such men we owe equal respect and equal honor. 
The seeker of truth@, whether in t.he fields, or in the 
mine, in the pulpit, or on t.he bench, whether follow
ing Aristotle or Bacon, or Newton or Darwin, or the 
minutest or the grandest lights of the human mind, 
may be a man of science, and will be one, if true to 
himself and the right. 
THE MAN OF SCIENCE-HIS METHODS AND HIS WORK. 

The characteristics of the man of science, as I would 
define them, are to be found in the emotional and the 
moral, as well as in. the intellectual aspects of his per
sonali ty. He is distinguished by a love of nature and 
all her works, II. love of learning for its own sake, a 
love of scient.ific methods and scientific work in re
search as intrinsically attractive, as well as.1J. means to 
an end. He is characterized, in the ideal type at 
least, by an absolute conscientiousness, infinite cour
age, and invincible persistence, with a perfect faith in 
the complete accordance of all truths, and entire in
difference as to what truths shall prove to be. so they 
be truths. His intellectual and specific qualities are 

* An addr�.B before tbe fraternity of theSie:ma Xi, Alpha Chapter, 
Cornell University, June 14,181)1. 
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prompt and certain recognition of facts and principles; 
ready perception of the relations of facts to law, and of 
laws to sciences; a genius and an inventive talent for 
planning researches leadiug to the discovery of new 
troths through a knowledge of the facts and ·Iaws 
which comprehend old ones; power of production of 
purposeful plans, and of steady, never-discouraged, 
systematic work in carrying thelll into effect; ability 
to direct every available means to the one exactly con
ceived and formulated plan; turning to his own pur
poses every resource of contemporary knowledge and 
art. Anyone of these classes of talent, whether moral, 
intellectual or emotional. being non-existent or lost, 
the man of science fails of perfect development. 

Who but an Agassiz. loving .nature as he loved his 
God, affected by the sight of an Alpine peak, of a river 
of ice, of the swelling waves of the ocean, loving his 
task a s  the boy loves his sports, but with a graver and 
steadier love, as the love of a patriarch for the gray 
haired companion of his l ife exceeds the love of the 
boy for his chosen partner, loving the pursnit of 
knowledge as the dearest task the world could assign 
him--what man but such as he could ever truly typify 
the scientific man? Who but a Brono, loving troth 
more than life, trusting to nature more than to dog
ma, dying at the stake for man's knowledge, as op
posed to man's beliefs, for God's law in opposition to 
the commands of the church, could represent the lover 
of knowledge, the real scientific spirit? Who but a 
Faraday, absorbed in the pursuit of the great troths 
revealed only to such an indefatigable investigator, 
devoting time, thought, life, and all his powers to a 
defined research, could have earned the fame that his 
wor k in electro-magnetism gained for the most modest 
of men, even though the inspiration of a Davy should 
exert its noblest influence upon him? Who but the 
loving seekers of truth for truth's own sake, amorous 
of her every charm, yet ascetic to the last degree; all
loving, self-giving, ready to die, as did many a lOan in 
earlier days, for her sake-who but such as these 
could stand as our ideal of the scientific man, with an 
emotional soul as his primary characteristic? 

What were sciepc!l�.or the scientific man, without the 
moral quanties? w hat without conscientiousness, 
courage, faith, confidence on the part of the man 
would be the state or the standing of science. Had 
not every now famous member of this most royal of 
castes possessed the attribu tes so well stated by Clerk 
Maxwell, " Concentration of effort in seeking to iden
tify the apparently different forces of nature, far-sight
edness in selecting subjects for investigation, persist
ence in working out the results of his discoveries, and 
accuracy and cOlllpleteness in making his final state
ment of the laws of the phenomenon:" had he not 
possessed all these qualities, what possible claim could 
he have earned to Illemory and fame? These charac
teristics of the scientific spirit must mark, and must 
permeate, every minutest portion of his work. 

Without absolute conscientiousness, how could the 
chemist analyze the organic compounds? Without in
vincible courage, how could It Davy, or a Stephenson, 
devise andprove a safetylamp? Without a perfect con
fidence in the ultimate justification of law by appa
rently conflicting laws, how could astronomer or 
geologist proclaim the true motion of the spheres, or 
the measureless life of a slowly forming universe? How 
could any man of science, without inextinguishable be
lief in the ultimate reconciliation of all troths, stand 
before the mysteries and the wonders of the uni
verse, and retain religious faith, intellectual poise, or 
even sanity? Without entire indifference as to the 
form that the outcome of his work shall ultimately 
take, 30 it be right, how could any investigator carry 
on his work without wavering or quailing? 

The absolute sincerity and absolute troth of the 
scientific man is his grandest and bravest characteris
tic. " Speak what you think, now, in hard words, and 
to-morrow what to-morrow thinks in hard words again, 
though it contra.dict everything you said to-day." 
When a man seeks troth, with all his"soul, Consistency 
may be trusted to take care of herself. Without tllis 
quality no devout astronolller could pur8ue his calling, 
facing a thousand possible contradic�lOns of his creed; 
lacking this, no intelligent geologist could read the 
Scriptures and continne his study of the growth of 
primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary worlds. 
Failing here, the work of a Darwin, the researches of 
a Spencer, the investigations of a Tyndall or of a Hug
gins must all fail of their highest ends. The one and 
only question that the really scientific mind allows it
self to seriously consider, first and above all else, is : 
What are the facts? And it is in the endeavor to learn 
exact truths that the laws enunciated and proved by a 
Newton are made to reveal the structure of solar and 
stellar systems; that the spectroscopist learn!! to read 
the constitution of the farthest stars; that the geolo
gist seeks to ascertain the history and the chronology 
of the worlds; that the chemist tears apart the mole
cules and the atoms and recolllbines them in a thou
sand forms to find the secret of the Great Builder of 
the seen universe; that the physicist seeks the sources 
of light without heat and of heat without light, anti of 
the electric forces, in every corner of the vast, the infi
nite arcanum, in animate as in inanimate nature, and 
looks to glow-worm, fire fly, gymnotus and torpedo, 
and fossil gum, and even invades the sacred precincts 
of the human body in his search for new facts. 

Again, "the restraining grace of common sense is the 
mark of all the valid minds-of JEsop, Aristotle, 
Alfred, Luther, Shakespeare, Cervantes, Franklin." 

Self-poise and a good judgment, with keenness of 
perception, breadth of view, and promptness of de
cision, all essentials of a real" common sense," are as 
lUuch the characteristics of the scientific investigator 
and of the philosopher searching out the ways of the 
Maker, as of the man of business or of the thrifty 
housekeeper. This is the ballast required in any voca
tion, as in every over·sea voyaging craft. Without it  
the brightest minds may yaw and jibe, and drift far off 
the course, and may even fail to reach a haven at all. 
Goethe, in his early days, was taught this lesson, or we 
should never have known the grandeur and the might 
of his powers; Shakespeare, before Sir Thomas Lucy, 
made to plead for mercy, learned this lesson, or we 
should never have learned the noblest lessons of scien
tific construction of the drama, of deepest insight into 
human life and human passion. Franklin, alike great 
in science of nature, in science of the artt;, in science 
of I!:overoment. wali the very concentration and eSilence 

of common sense. Washington, scientific engineer, which you can base an opinion; and remember that 
scientific strategist and soldier, scientific in the execu- the original source is in all cases the court of last ap
tion of his highest trust, exhibited the steadiness. the peal." 
absolute reliability, every day of his life, that cOllles This process of historical investigation, precedent to 
first and mo�t of common sense. All modern work in hi8 own entrance into the field in research, gives the 
science, whatever its department, stands upon a student a knowledge of already di�covered fac!�, 
foundation of common sense method and of simple, enables him to avoid the expenditure of tillle, patipnce, 
straightforward application of previously acquired labor, in repetition, uselessly, of earlier investigations, 
knowledge. Such is the man of science and such his and permits hilll to see clearly just where his own work 
ways, if he be really of our guild; such must be our must begin. It gives hilll a basis on which to build, 
ways if we be worthy of his comradeship. teaches him what uncertainties of past completed 

work remain to be removed by further examination " Teach me your mood, 0 patient stars! before attempting to advance; what dangers of mse-Who climb, each night, the ancient sky." cure lines of communication behind him must be re-
His is the mood of the stars: "Ohne hast, ohne moved; what line Illay be safely and conveniently occu

rast, wie die stel'ne," he moves on steadily, quietly, pied in organizing for his forward march. 
confidently, toward an end and aim which he has dis- Secondly, the purpose and direction of the advance 
tinctly and carefully determined, accomplishing his is to be considered. The objective point may be 
self-appointed task by the constant application of all obvious and visible and may only req uire to be con
these essential qualities of the conqueror of a mightier nected with conquered territory by well settled lines, 
world than Alexander dreamed of. He does not know, and then free communication secured; or it may be 
nor does he concern himself, whether dangers, dUIl- that certain lineR have been traced to a known point 
cuIties, herculean labors, lie in his way; over all and and their convergence may evidently lead to some un
through all his patient, persistent, determined course is questionably important but undefined grand center of 
laid, and the great purpose is consummated, as is that natural phenomena, a ganglion in the nervous system 
of the sailor crossing fitful seas, despite calms, gales, of the universe, or, again, a boundary may have been 
fog8, rains, snows, icebergs, or reefs, dangers of wreck reached and a desert may seem to give no promise and 
from earth, air, sea, or fire. If he goes by his chart, offer no potentialit.y of further gain by extension of our 
steers by his compass, takes re�ular observations, and lines. But in either case, eternal curiosity, no less 
makes exact compu tations of latitude and longi tude, than eternal sense of the duty of leaving no known 
he will surely reach his port. The moods of the man limit permanent, no hitherto unknown field unexplored, 
of "cience are strong and steady, his ways are charted no possibility uninvestigated, allows no cessation of the 
with sure insight and foresight; his methods are those self-imposed task. The visible point must be connected 
of strategist, logician, and statistician; and his spirit is by exact and sure triangulation and by continuous lines 
as determined as that of the followers of Cortez, as with the area about us; the segmental sections and 
truth-loving as that of a Savonarola, as aspiring and their untraced lines must be made complete; and the 
as self-dellying as that of a Livingstone; in all respects seemingly unfruitful desert must be explored and 
as worthy,of divinity as human powers permit. Such, passed, that every undiscovered treasure, if such be ex
at lea.st, is our ideal and our type, and to this we may istent, may be acquired. 
all aspire and all incline; however far short of attain- Finally, the territories conquered from the unknown 
ment we may finally reach. This is an ideal to which are to be minutely studied in every minutest part, 
we may all and always cling. mapped, reduced to measure, and permanently placed 

Next in order, we ask, What is the work of the man in the list of the accessible and actually known. 
of science? What is he to do ; and, in the past, wbat The simplest illustrations of the methods and 'pro-
has he done? cesses of science are seen, perhaps, in the field of phys-

.. What has he done? is the divine question which ical investigation, both in the construction of the 
searches men and trans pierces every false reputation." science and in the minor work of detail in investiga
If what he has done proves him to "know the laws of tion. By the methods just outlined, in partial 
nature better than other men, his nation cannot spare metonymy, the physicist, seeking the "ligh t of a tu
him." If he "inhabits a higher sphere of thought, ture," searches the records of the past, finds scattered 
into which other men rise with labor and difficulty," facts and laws bearing upon his problem, sums up the 
and has but to open his  eyes to see things in a true state of the art to his own time, arranges facts and 
light, and in lar�e relations, he is a. great man, but he laws into as nearly a complete and consistent scheme 
is great becau�e of what is in him: as possible, finds that much has been done, that the 

general outline of a science has been constructed. that " Deep in the man sits fast his fate, th . I d '  t f f l' ht f h t To mould his fortunes, mean or great." e processes IOVO ve 10 rans er 0 Ig ,as 0 ea , are 
well known, but that the ways and means of transporta-

And as of the individual. so of the class of which he is tion of energy into light, into heat, int.o any specified 
a member. form of ether vibration, have not yet been all discov

What, we would now ask. is the work of the sci en- ered. His own problem is identifie<l and enunciated at 
tific man as we conceive him ? What is his aim? What once. It is for him to seek ways of compelling ethpr vi
is his final reward? bration of certain exactly stated rate and amplitude. 

The work of the man of science, as I understand it, . Next he discovef's that this is certainly possible; every 
and I now restrict myself to the modern and narrower, jet of alcohol flame in his laboratory. every firefly cir
and, to us, more personal sense of the word-the work cling over his lawn in a summer evening, proves the 
of the scientific man dealing with the natural sciences, fact. Now he calls every resource of spectroscopy, of ' 
so called, is, in 'grandest outline, the revelation of the chemistry, of physiology even to his aid, and seeks 
facts, laws, operations of nature, of the plan of the the road to the visible but hitherto inaccessible point. 
universe, so far as the universe is composed of matter His historical research precedes the construction of his 
and Illoved by the forces affecting" that matter, and plan of physical investigation ; his scheme com pre
still Illore, the construction of the formulas which con- hends all that can be compelled to illuminate his path, 
stitute ,the code of that natural law. This, perhaps, to give a clew to secret ways, or to indicate previ
more accurately speaking, i8 the.work of scientific men. ously unsuspected applications of scientific principles 
The work of the individual is either to discover and to this case. Sooner or later, he is sure to reach his 
record new facts, to reveal new laws, to collate and goal. Such are the methods of science, and such 
build upon the discoverip,> of earlier workers, combin- their applications. It is thus that the world has been 
ing the products of separated and perhaps of discon- enlightened, that a vllstly greater pl'ogre8s has been 
tinuous sections into smoothly connected areas, or to made in a few recent centuries than m ages before. 
find new and useful applications of known facts and Glance over the. field and note how completely the 
principles for 'the benefit of his fellows. The aim of knowledge of our own time, the positive knowledge
science is twofold: To produce a pantology, as an in- which mainly comprises the fruit of scientific investi
tellectual and noble achievement, glorious in itself; gation-has come of the work of two centuries. Read 
and to make knowledge useful and helpful to the race. the chronologies and observe how t he records of 
The early Greeks glorified the worker in the first of science, literature, and art gradually come in to dis
these fields; the modern world gives tribute and pays place the minor notes of rise and fall of dynasties, of 
honor to both. births and deaths of kings, as we pass onward from the 

This work is his because he loves it. Says Ruskin: beginning of the seventeenth century; how the date 
.. Fix this in your mind as the guiding principle of all of publication of a great author's works comes to 
right, practical labor, and course of all healthful supersede the record of political and diplomatic follies; 
energy: That your art is to be the praise of some- how the igventor and the man of science assume 
thing that you love. It may be the praise of a shell or nobler and nobler proportions, as benefactors of man
a stone; it may be the praise of a hero; it Illay be the kind, as we approach the nineteenth century. This, 
praise of God; your rank as a living creature is de- being interpreted, meailS simply that scientific methods 
termined by tiie height and breadth of your love." and scientific work. unkllown in earlier times, as was 

If we are scientific men, "all that we do, we do in the product of their exercise, have gradually come into 
kingly fashion ; we let tongues wag as they will ; what the world to perform their grand task of renovation, 
we see to be the right thing, that thing we do." But reconstruction, erection of new worlds on the decayed 
we do it after the methods of the art which is ours. structures of the middle ages. 
We observe "the' difference between silllilar and In the sixteenth century we find Spenser's Faerie 
same;" we not only love, we labor; we not only labor, Queen and Lord Bacon's Essays-not one scientific 
we wait, if needs be. Our love for our art impels ns treatise other than philosophic; but even one work 
to seek, with righteous curiosity, the solution of a pro- is a finger post pointmg out all modern ways. Many 
blem in the mystery of existence of w hich we are a works of faith, nUlllberless editions of the Scriptures; 
part. Our science and the spirit which it promotes im- but not a treatise of fact, no great treatise on science, 
pels the seeker to move as a great strategist moves in no science created. 
war time. We are first to make sure of our base; look- The seventeenth century opens with the martyrdom 
ing far and near for certainty of ,our ground; then we of that great representative of our guild, Giordano 
plan the advance, carefully, completely, leaving no pos- Bruno. The event constitutes an exclamation point, 
sible visible line unexplored; we study alternatives as the mark of an historic, of a catastrophic event in the 
the chess player traces out the threads and teaches him- life of the race. The very same year, 1600. saw the 
sel f to follow the intertwisted net of ad vance and retreat, publication of that classic, Gil bert's De Magnete. 
in his IllOSt masterly of the games of peace and leisure. Chapman's Homer and Bacon's Advancement of Lparn
The plan complete-always, as in any other serious ing came in together in 1603-5, and the Novum 0,'
campaign, subject to revision in the light of later ganum later. Galileo and Shakespeare closed their lives 
knowledge and more complete information-we pro- and did their work in this century-facts of mightier 
ceed to our exploration of the hitherto unknown field. import than the death of Queen Elizabeth, by far. 

The method of the man of science, therefore, is : Tycho Brahe and Fabricius lived then; Kepler made 
Fir�t. to study the " state of the art," in the de- his computations' of t.he orbits, Harvey di scovered the 

partment chosen for exploration. He reads the ac- cycles of blood circulation ; Boyle published his in 
counts of parlier work by those who have preceded some respects most remarkable, perhapl, of all works 
him, in chronological order preferably, and verifies on physics; Milton lived, pleaded for another educa
their statements and repeats their processes if neces· tion and died, famous for his. great poem, bllt eveD 
sary. In this he follows Gautier's advice, who says: more entitled to honor for his vision of a modern 

.. Always go to the source. Take no man's author- method of scientific education in the arts as well a� i n  
ity, least of a l l  mine. Verify every reference; keep a n  the humanities. 
exact record of everything that you observe. Compare Cromwell was born and the Taj Mahal was built; but 
every statement that you find in your books with the the brillhtness of the day which saw Hal'vard College 
original authorities. Be content to hold your judg- founded, or that which gave opportunity to ob8erve 
ment in IlUSpenllQ jf you have no ori6rinal source upon for the first time the transit of Venus, far eclipsed even 
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those notable dates. Racine died, but Descartes and 
Newton were born; Richelieu died, but Pascal lived; 
and William Penn and Leibnitz were his contem
poraries. Holland was wasted by the sea; but Von 
Guericke invented the air pump and Huyghflns dis
covered a satellite of Saturn, the JOU1'ual des Savants 
was issued, and the Royal Society was founded. The 
peace of Westphalia was signalized in the year 1648, but 
Pascal demonstrated the fact of the pressure of an at
mosphere in the same year, thus made vastly more 
notable. The patent for Carolina was given in 1663; 
but the year is famous as that in whi{'.h Worcester in
vented his steam engine, in which coins were first !Uade 
in England, in which the Academy of Inscriptions was 
founded in Paris. Only a year late)', N ewton an
nounced the binomial theorem, a grander event than 
the signing of the treaty of peace between the French 
and the Pope. Rembrandt died in 1669; but Brandt 
discovered phosphorus, and Newton invented the re
flecting telescope. 

In this century Roemer marked the velocity of 
light, and Greenwich Observatory, the mightiest im
plement of modern astronomy, was organized; Leib
nitz invented the calculus; Locke's Essay and the Die
tiounaire de l'Aeademie were printed. The seventeenth 
cflntury may indeed be considered as t,he date of the 
birth of modern science, after an embryonic period 
extending indeflnitely into the earlier past. The death 
of Bruno marked the entrance into visible life of tbis 
modern Hercules, and the rapidity of growth of his 
mighty and wondrous powers may well startle and 
amaze the world. 

In the eighteenth century, the child, supposed ma
ture at its opening, if not Minerva-like in its entrance 
upon the scene, giVes some idea of its capabilities, of 
its even now inconceivable powers and mission. The 
century was crowded with great events, in the pre
sence of which wars and rumors of war, political 
changes, lives and deaths of princes, sink into insig
nilicance. Frederick the Great and Louis XIV., Czar 
Peter and Napoleon, made the world uneasy; the 
French and the American revolutions marked grand
est political mo¥ements; Charles XII. invaded Russia, 
and campaigns, sieges, and naval battles were never
failing causes of interruption of the greater works of 
peace. But it was in this century that Boscovitch 
was born, and Buffon, Euler, Haller, D'Alembert, 
Adam Smith, Priestley, Lagrange, Watt, Galvani, La
voisier, Volta, La�lace, Dalton, Fichte, Humboldt, 
Hegel, Ricardo, Davy and Gay Lussac, Oersted 
and Berzelius, George Stephenson, Fulton, and Evans 
and Stevens. Marvelous hst of "honor men. ,. 

This same century gave us the volt,aic pile, and 
Newcomen's steam engine, the first real heat engine, 
properly so called. Newton wrote his Optics and dis
covered the comp08ite character of light. Franklin 
was born and Linnlllus gave us his .. philosophic bota
ny" while the American sage was proving the identity 
of electricity with lightnin,:!;. The patent law was es
tablished, and Invention began her noble, beneficent, 
and wonder-workillE career. Dolland made the achro
matic objective; Watt began his numberless improve
ments on the steam engine, giving the world its 
mightiest servant and most docile slave. Carbonic 
acid and oxygen, and hydrogen, were discovered. The 
outer planets were brought into view; the balloon be
came a new source of danger; while Jenner began his 
work of saving millions of human beings by vaccina
tion. The germ of the telegraph was found ; the hy
draulic press was invented; the lithograph produced. 
The century was fittingly closed by the pUblication of 
Laplace's Meeanique CGleste and of Count Rumford's 
proof of identity of heat and dynamic energy. 

In the seventeenth century, the seed began to ger
minate; in the eighteenth, it began to flower; in the 
nineteenth, we have seen a harvest reaped that we 
may well believe will prove the least and earliest of 
many, and constantly growing, centennial fruitages, 
What a list of marvels have been seen by our parents 
and ourselves! My father was born in the year 1800. 
When a child at his mother's knee the science of chem
istry. given a new life and purpose by Lavoisier, was 
supplied with form and furnished foundations by the 
announcement of the atomic theory by Dalton (1803) ; 
a school boy of eleven years, he read of the com pletion 
of the Bell Rock Iigh thouse, the beacon directing later 
engineers, and the foundation of Stevenson'lI fame; 
at twelve he read of the discovery of iodine and its re
lated elements; a year later, of Sir Humphry Davy's 
discovery of the electric arc and his correctness of 
Rumford's thermodynamic discovery, and a little later 
of the invention of the Davy and Stephenson safety 
lamps. At seven he shared the wonder of his parents 
when told of the voyage of Fulton's Clermont from 
New York to Albany, without wind or sail to aid, at 
the wonderful speed of five miles an hour, and was as
tonished to learn, on pursuing his inquiries, that, for 
twenty years, inventors had been more or less success
fully striving with the problem of reducing the steam 
giant to service on the water, as Watt and his contem
poraries had on land. At fourteen, the boy learned 
that George Stephenson had succeeded where, five 
years earlier, Trevithick had failed, and had made a 
steam carriage capable of drawing wagons and car
riages filled with passengers on the long exist
ing railways or tramways of the North of England, 
and he watched with breathless interest the progress 
of that grand invention until he saw its final success 
assured by the Rainhill competition of 1829. 

At nineteen, he was interested in Macadam's plan of 
converting roads of dust and mud into good surfaces 
for vehicles to traverse; but he was roused to highest 
enthusiasm by the report!! of Oersted'f! discovery of 
that-strange as it may seem-stili mysterious pheno
menon, electro-magnetism. In 1821, he built his first 
steam engine, with hammer and chisel, and a rude 
foot lathe, without a planer, and utilizing the water 
power of the horne farm stream. A little later, he 
built a . .  sectional," or .. safety" water tube boiler, fol
lowing exactly the principles first enunciated so pre
cisely by John StevenI'. twenty years before, and then 
heartily wished that hp. might secure the services of 
Babbage and his marvelous, more than hl1mall, calcu
latinl{ engine (1822). in making his various professional 
(lomputations. It was about this date that he made. 
'vith a brother equally interested and enthusiastic over 
the possibilities of steam power, one of the earliest 
-I.eamhoat voyages through Long Island Sound, from 
�ewport to New York. only to find that Fulton and 

Stevens, and Livingston. and the Vanderbilts, were 
gathering in the lines- of commerce and fortune that 
they had dreamed were free to them. In the three 
quarters of a century that he lived and worked-for he 
fought the good fight and did his appointed work from 
early boyhood to the day which brought his last iIl
nes!l-in a single lifetime, this man saw the grandest, de
velopment of modern times. He saw the growth of 
the whole system of textile manufactures, of the appli
cations of steam to all its myriad labors, the buildmg 
of the steamship, the invention of the locomotive, the 
introduction of the telegraph, the supplanting of iron 
by steel! the marvelous inventions and growth of pho
tographiC art, the discovery of Neptune and the syn
the!!is of madder, the putting of a girdle of electric 
wire about the earth, traversed by thought in the 
twinkling of an eye, and saw the introrluction of the 
modern iron-clad, the torpedo. the submarine boat, 
and the self-propelling and dirigible air ship. He 
saw nations grow in deserts, state policies controlled 
by the work of the reaping machi ne, the issues of p,eace 
and war decided in the banking houses of New York, 
London, Paris, and Frankfort ; Massachusetts and 
Minnesota, Maine and California, exchanging products 
to mutnal advantage and profit; colonies organized by 
civilized races in India, South Africa, and throughout 
Australasia; continents and oceans traverseu in days, 
the world circumscribed in weeks, months of work con
centrated in a warship, or a transatlantic steamer, and 
a locomotive built in less time than he gave to his first 
little toy engine, two generations ago. 

At sillty, this man of the century had read Darwin's 
Origin of Species, seen the invention of Bunsen and 
Kirchhoff making of the discoveries of Fraunhofer and 
the work of Huggins and Miller a bridge to the stars,and 
he learned through that dazzling light t,he composition 
of the sun and the nebullil. He had seen "he famou!! 
men-of-war of 1812, and taken pride in thei! ... chieve
ments, but saw them cast into shade by the modern 
war vessel whirh his hands aided in building during 
our own civil war, and by the iron-clad" monitors" 
that the genius of Ericsson and Tiruby gave us in our 
time of peril. He saw slavery abolished by the arts 
and manufactures of the North, the gift to the nation 
of men of his own sort. Commerce was turned into 
new channels by the Suez Canal, the work of his col
Iflag-ue in engineering, De Lesseps; and the opening of 
the Pacific Railway, and the grand enterprise of Sib
ley and his lieutenants, the transcontinental telegraph, 
made the country of his birth safe against meridional 
dismemberment, Theil he was ready to cry," Now, 
Lord, let thy servant depart in peace P' 

Could this man, born in the first year of the century, 
have lived to the last, what might he not have seen of 
further progress 1 We are ourselves asking: What 
remains for us to do? Where do we stand in this path 
without visible end ? What has been accohlplished in 
the promotion of the work of the man of science? 
What may we regard as practicable and possible in 
further advancement of research. and in the discovery 
of other of nature's un revealed secrets? We are in 
the midst of the bustle of many partial develop
ments. Where may we best seek our opportunities? 
'Ve have seen the biologies reduced to formal science; 
the mathematics carried into space of the fourth di
mension, and directed to the formulation of the mo
tions of the sun, the moon, and the stars of the most 
distant universe; to the detection of new planets, the 
computation of the orbits and periodic times of the in
visible elements of uouble stars. The law of evolution 
has been made to comprehend every department in 
which living foree, whether vital or other, is carrying 
on the work of the Creator, illcluding in its marvelous 
and continually extending field the development of 
protoplasm into man. nebullil into solar and stellar 
systems, barbarism into civilization, families into na
tions, paganism into Christianity. 

Chemistry has learned to analyze every compound, 
and is beginning to make syntheses of most complicat
ed compositions, to guido us in reducing the metals 
from their ores, to produce dyes from basest wastes, to 
make an odorous or a tasteful extract in exact copy of 
those of nature, to give the world innumerable new 
and useful gifts. Physics offers us the electric light, 
and turns darkness and crime to day and peace, and, 
by this same singular energy, as the handmaid of steam, 
reaches out along our streets and dri ves, through its 
slender wire, hundreds of cars, with rapid pace, exert
ing the power of a thousand horses. Or it sends its 
thought-conveying vibrations along the line from New 
York to Chica�o, from Boston to San Francisco, across 
the oceans; and the telephone speaks to us in the 
voice of our friend beyond the sunrise, or t.he telegraph 
brings us his thought from over seas, and the phono
graph and the graphophooe make it eternal. This most 
impressive of the science!!, most brilliant of the depart
ments of natural phenomena, does more. It gives us 
measurement of the temperature of the moon, the heat 
of the sun. the extent and velocities of moUon of those 
solar cyclones which cover a hundred thousand miles 
in a fraction of a second; it tells us the composition of 
alI the heavenly bodies, the state of matter in distant sun 
and nebula, marks the direction and times the move
ments of the fixed or the falling star, gives us a clew to 
the laws governing the t ransformation of every forlll 
of energy into every other, and guides us in our search 
for the coming substitutes for the heat engines. 

Geology teaches us the history of the worlds, the 
story of the dayt! of creation, the method of develop
ment. and the construction of our own terrestrial home. 
It points out the hidden vein of precious metal, the 
location of the diamond, the site of ancient forests, 
now more precious than the carbon crystal, and of de
posits of ores of iron, tl1e most precious of all the 
metals, shows where to seek the subterranean streams 
that may irrigate and make hlossom the most barren 
soils or the broadest deserts, the reservoirs from which 
to gather mineral oils for fuel and light, and to be con
verted into lovely dyes and to give comfort and life to 
thousands. It shows llS how to secure, from the buried 
relics of a life in prehistoric seas, fruition> of the gar
dens of the florist of the metropolis, the wheat fields 
of the West, the cotton fields of the South, and the 
acres of oats and rye in the East and the North, trans
ferring the energies of the sunlight of the earliest days 
of creation to do the work of the world to-day. What 
is left to the man of science now 1 Needless to ask the 
question of him. A thousand new problems confront 
him and the old remain larl:ely unsolved. 
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All life and movement, whether of man, animals, 
vegetation, seasons, suns and planets, arts, commerce, 
civilization. intellectual, moral or physical worlds, de
pend upon transformations of pre-existing energy. All 
studieB. all work ill the domain of the physical, the 
natural sciences, relate to transformations of energies 
and their mutual interactions and mo difications. A 
cen tury or two is small sJlace in which to reduce all to 
weight and measure. We have learned to compute 
the velocity, to determine the methods of refraction 
and reflection of light; but we still know little of its 
exact character as motion of molecules. We know the 
related form, heat enerirY, in its sensible effects; but 
we are still unable to differentiate the one from the 
other. We can produce and utilize electricity in many 
ways, but we, as yet, do not even know what it is or how 
its transformations from other energies are effected. 
We work with these three forms of power, they are 
the amusement of the ignorant, the wonder of the sage, 
the slaves of humanity; but we do not even know what 
is the nature of the substance through which they act 
to produce their beautiful, their marvelous, their world
impelling effects. The ether is still to us an enigma, 
unsolved by the wisest, a riddle to the most expert in
vestigator. 

The chemist knows much of the composition of 
" compounds," but he has never seen, felt, or identi
fied an .. atom," and still vaguely dreams of a single 
first element into which all shall be re�olved. He 
counts with unseeing eyes the number of atoms in a 
.. molecule," but has never yet learned their form or 
grouping. Even with the aid of the physicist he loses 
track of their transformations in the furnace oC the sun 
and the stars, and finds in the spectroscopic lines a 
strange language of which he lacks the kev. He can 
isolate and weigh the phosphorus in a gramlDe of steel, 
but he cannot give us the phosphorescent fuel, the 
source of light of the firefly. He can reduce the mus
cle, fat, and nerVE> matter of the human system into 
their elements, but he cannot produce the storage bat
teries of brain and spine or the gymnotus' cells. 

The astronomer weighs and measures the Slln, the 
moon, the planets, and the nearer stars; but he stands 
aghast and amazed by that flying sphinx, .. 1830 Goom
bridge," the" rUll-away star, ,. flying 200 miles a second, 
faster than it could fall from infinite space, and its 
origin, course, destiny are to him questIOns for the 
oracles. He has, as yet. no solution. He is lost amid 
the depths of space, he knows not where to look for a 
limit, or how to prove its non-existence. He asks with 
the believing and the unbelieving among the simple, 
How and when shall the ,. Heavens melt with fervent 
heat"1 and, How long shall this wandering handful 
of worlds traverse the infinite safely and without that 
conflagrating collision with other systems or other 
worlds that, as seems possible now and then, at inter
vals of years or of centuries, causes a star to blaze out 
in the midst of darkness with a brilliancy incompara
bly greater than that of the sun 1 His little span of 
life is too short to permit him to follow the evolution 
of the wnrlds from>their initial nebullll, too brief to give 
him access to:the secrets of their Maker. 

The geologist tells us of the past history of all that 
lives, and of this spinning globe on which it has found 
foothold, falling into life from unknown space, and 
time, and depths, but he cannot tell us whence came 
all life, whence all spirits, all human and divine souls 
now constituting its living freight, at! it wanders with 
unguessed mission through an unmeasured universe. 
He roughly traces its superficial changes from the days 
of mist, through the ages of creation and growth of all 
that has come into life; but he and the physicist and 
tbe astronomer are alike uncertain whether it shall 
en:iure a thousand million of years or a single day. 
The physicist predicts a limit of a few million years, 
the geologist believes many millions, but no man knows 
when life shall perish from the face of the earth. 

The biologist can give microscopic measures and 
microphotographic pictures of the tissues, and can 
trace a nerve to its minutest ramifications; but we 
have yet to learn the secrets of the source of life, of 
method of production and application of energies, of 
those transformations that give form, structure, life, 
and power to the organism of monad or man. He ex
hibits the mechanism of the fish, but finds not the 
secret of separation of oxygen from the medium in 
which he lives, and canllot produce a submarine ves8el. 
He knows the shape and movement of the bird, but 
flight remains to him a mystery. He measures the 
heat of the animal body, but biologist, chemist, 
physicist, and engineer, all together, give us no hint 
of the method of its production. They know, to an 
ounce, the power per cubic inch or per pound of the 
muscle, but neither one nor all can say how that power 
is originated, how transferrert or how exerted by the 
transmitting threads of working muscle. 

The engineer has, for a century, made steady pro
gress in the adaptation of machinery to every purpose 
of modern life. He converts the potential energy of 
the vegetable life of a myriad earlier ages into 
steam power. and applies it to the impulsion of rail-> 
way carriage, of steamship, and of mill; but, in the 
process, he wastes four-fifths or nine-tenths of it, and 
pays out principal where he might, perhaps, pay only 
interest. He turns the elastic force of expanding 
steam into an electric current, and sends it out to re
lieve> the burden of the overworked horse ; but he 
allows as much to slip frOID his grasp, often, as he use
fully applies to his proposed work. He divel·ts the 
energy of combustion or of falling water into the new 
form, and the electric light, through his genius, gives 
illumination to street, and dWelling, and hall; but 
every light ray goes forth to its task carrying with it 
a sheaf of heat rays; and the glowworm shames the 
man, producing light without heat, and heat apart 
from light, and the researches of a Langley or a Hertz 
only exhibit our ignorance and comparative ineffi
ciency. He measures the speed and power of the 
albatross, the eagle, and the swallow; but he only 
marvels the more at > their beautiful movements and 
rapid flight. He captures the dolphin and Overcomes 
the whale when they traverse the surface of the ocean 
but he knows not how to follow them into the depth� 
of the sea. He crowds his fellows into mills and fac
tories, but sees no way of giving each an individual 
life alld work, comfort and health in equal and fair 
quantity. The man of science, whatever his chosen 
task, whatever his fleld of labor, however high his at
tainments and whatever the magnitude of his accom-
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plishment�, linds acquisition of learning, gain in 
knowl edge of the ways of nature, increaRing apprecia
tion of, and familiarity with, God's ways, only bring 
to his dazed eyes gl'eater and more novel m�rvels, 
granrler and wider sweep of opportunity, mightier and 
mightier mysteries, al l challenging him to nobler aspi
rations. more earnest labor, higher aims. Every step 
toward higher, better, brighter life gives him reason 
for greater humility, larger fait,h, and stronger sense 
of t.he infillitude of duty and opportunity. 

The work of the man of science is present still, and 
is never-ending. But, glancing at the past, he sel's 
that he has no reation for discouragement; every rea
son for enthusiastic ambition, , He see!! a wonderful, a 
glorious, a fruitful work just begun, and his the privi
lege of taking part in it. His work is the basis of 
present highest human existence, the potential founda
tion of still nobler Ii fe_ Great problems have been 
solved; greater and grander remain, which shall cer
tainly be solved by him. His is the task of showing 
the way to make all the powers of nature genii ai ding 
man; of giving comforts of every kind to his fellow, 
and powers of accomplishment of great work for pub
lic good; pointing out the way to give widely dis
tributed enjoyment of life, leisure for moral develop
ment, for intellectual growth, opportunity for stndy 
of the universes, the attainment of highest physical, 
intellectual, moral ideals. He will yet penetrate the 
secrets of the living machine, leArn how to evarle t h e  
law of Camot, to produce and apply the energies of 
chemical combination to the generation of heat wit.h
out light, light without heat, power withont waste; 
to t.ransform thermal from chemical energy, without 
combustion at high temperature, liS rloes the meaneRt 
animal; to convert it into lUechanical pOWf'r withont 
the thermodynamic loss inherent in our heat engines, 
as does beast, bird. and worm; to obtain its full 
equivalent of electr ic  energy, a s  does the Ul'rVOUR "ys
tem of every living creature; to intelligent l y  select 
and sort out the radiant energies into luminous, ther 
mal , or other etheric forms, at his will, as does the un
conscious bit of hardly' . living jelly floating in the 
spume of t.Ue wave crest of every tropical sea, 

Ohemist, physicist. naturalist. enginper-every mem
ber of our noble guild has his task and his opportu
nity. Could highest ambition and grandest aspira
tion ask more ? The worker in pure science is finding 
h is way to greater works. to higher ends in the promo
tion of the good of his fellows and the race; the man 
of applied science reduces to practice the principles 
thus revealed, and directly gives them their place and 
use. Many Lavoisiers and many Newtons are "till to 
rise into fame; fields are o pening for new Boyles, and 
later Foucaults and coming Faradays. Agassiz, Lin
OIeus, Harvey, and Hf'rschel have their legitimate suc
sessors; James Watt, SalUuel Morse. George Stephen
son, Robert Ful ton, and our great contelUporary 
discoverers and inventors are but the pioneers in a 
never-ending exploration of all the as yet unknown 
worlds of science,  The coming men of genius are 
arising daily among the unobserved youthful disciples 
of these immortals. Their future and their falI.le 
should be no less glorious. What young man, entering 
these paths to-day, may not do so with ambition, hope, 
assurance of ample reward for sucl� good work as he 
may do ? What youth of honest spirit, persistent habit, 
�teady aim, may not alSpire to accolU pi ish some one of 
these remaining tasks, and to become known to future 
generations, even though he may die, as often hap
pens, unknown to contemporary fame ? Who nllIong' 
us all can fritter away life, powers, opportunities, 
when such work lies open to all ? What, in all the 
�een universe, can be offered of higher worth to the 
members of our latest of the fraternities ? 

And the way to the mountain pell,ks of science 
lies through the course which we have seen to be 
that invariably taken by the true lover of science. It 
comes of high aims, carefully laid plans, thorough pre
paration by preliminary investigation of the earlier 
progress of the pioneers, exact and fnll acquisition of 
existent related knowledge and equal l y  accurate and 
persistent work in its advancement. The modern lUan 
of science is known by his works, and by this method 
I,f work. Where is worthier purpose sustained by 
worthier methods ? His princirles and those of nature 
are the salUe, and are eternal, for 

" N at-ure ever fait hful is 
To snch a s  trust her faithfulness," 

and science, of all pursuits of the intellect, best permits 
him to rise 

" And carry learning to its height 
Of untried powers and sane delight." 

Natural science takes man nearest God; it.s field is 
the Maker'!! actual handiwork; it most nearly brings 
Creator and creature into actual:touch; 

. , Without hal ting, without rest, 
Lifting better up to best." 

And we may well feel assured that, 
. .  Future or past, no richer secret folds, 

o friendless present ! than thy bosom holds." 

THE KNE E  FEMININE. 

tage of shortness of purchase, owillg to the short dis" 
tance-compared to that of man- between the crest of 
the iliulU and the great trochanter. A man has a 
lUuch longer purchase in the leverage existing between 
the trunk and extremities than a woman. The felllin
ine foot, comparatively speaking, is less able tl) sustain 
weight than that of man, owillg to its shortness and 
the more delicate structure of the tarsus and the meta
tarsus. 

Women are not well constructed to stand many 
hours consecutively and every day. It is safe to affirm 
that they have instinctively avoided certain fiehls of 
skilled labor on purely anatomical grounds, in which 
the smaller quantity of brain substance proves less an 
adverse factor �han the shallow pelvis, t.he peculiarity 
of the knee, and the delicate na ture of the foot. 'fhese, 
as parts of a sustaining column, undeniably leave 
something to be desired. Even the right to vote would 
not confer on womankind the right to be soldiers. 
Equality, it appears, is q uit.e as lUuch an affair of the 
knee as of brains.-Medical Record. 

WHAT CONSTITUTES A FILTH DISEASE. 
Dr. S. W. ABBOTT, Boston, Mass. 

THE rloctrine that filth plays an important part in 
the causation of disease lies at the foundatIOn of very 
III uch of the sanitary adlllinistration of cit.ies and tuwns 
throughout all civilizl'd countries. The popular im
pr�ssion, however-ant! ulldl)ubtedl y  the belief aIllong 
a " ery lar,g'e part of the me dical profession, as well as 
among many of the officials who have ch'lrg'e of sanit.ary 
administration-is that filth in the ordinary sense of 
the word is itself the active cause of disease, and that 
lit,tle else is essential to the production of certain infec
tious diseases than to deposit a certain amount of filth, 
or to allow such fi Ith to accumulate within the premises 
occupied by a gi ven populat.ion, in order to generate a 
pest.i1ence, HAnce the act.ivity of sanitary bureaull in 
sweeping' out filt.h, ill clean8ing' foul spots, in removillg 
gar bage, in de positing tons of disinfectauts in cess
pools, catch basins, and sewers. This activity in the 
cleansing of towns, t he removal of filth, the sanitat.ion 
of houses, cellArs, and yards, is commendable 80 101lg' 
as the trut< role of filth in the ('.ausation of disease is 
not lost sight of, and the ent.ire energy of sanitary or
ganizations is not expended in this one direct,ion. 

Undoubtedly each and all of the so-called filth dis
eases may find victims in houses that are abslJl utAly 
faultless, provided that conditions otherwise favorable 
exist in such houses, the prime condition being the 
presence of human beings. A child �ick with diphthe
ria in any house whatever constitutes a m enace to every 
one who liveslin the house, and especially to the younger 
portion of the household. This again is but one of the 
essential conditions to the propagation of infectious 
disease. 

The results of the experimAntal researches of recent 
years, in regard to the natnral history of infectious dis
eases, appear to show that what the o lder observers 
were wont to call causes were conditions only, and that 
overcrowding or density of popui>ttion, faulty ventila
tion, and the presence of filth are simply the favorable 
and unfavorable conditions in the propagation of dis
ease, and not in any sense its cause. 

Analogy would teach U8 t hat the actual cause of an 
infectious disease is the dillea8e itsel f--that is to say, a 
previous case-and the llJore we learn of the origin of 
1 he epidemics, as well as of Ilo-called sporad ic cases, the 
more we are incl ined to look for previous cases as the 
true cause of origin. Nor doell the fact that we do not 
finrl the previoull case prove its non-existence. 

By some authoritiell ll l1lall-pox is called a filth disease, 
and experience has shown that the liability to its oc
currence is increased by the presence of fil th.  A l ollt 
one-half of the local out breaks in Massachusetts in tbe 
last ten years have occurred in pstper mil l  towns and 
in the families of persons engaged in sorting rags, and 
in nearly eVt'ry instance it was found that the rags had 
been collected in some large town in which small-pox 
had recently prevailed. III this case the pr esumption 
is very strong that th,e filth or the dust of the rags 
was silllply the medium of contagion, the bales having 
probably contained rags which had had direct con
nection with the persons suffering with slUall-pox. 

In the same category may be placed anthrax, a 
disease rare in the United States, but occasionally in
troduced into factories engaged ill the sorting and 
preparation of foreign horse hair. The p l'esellce of the 
matel'ies morbi in the dust of t.hese factories is not to 
be wondered at, when it is known that sucb hair is 
sometillles shorn froUl animals which have died o f  
anthrstx. 

Anot.her disease which recent inquiries show conclu
sively t,o be propagated t hrough the lIIerliulll of dust
laden atmosphere is that most destrnetive of all 
diseases, phthisis, The danger whlch exitoltll in the dis
tribution of the dried sputa of phthisical lSubjects can
not be overestimated. 

The liability of in1ection by 8ca/'letfevel' is ulldoubt
edly increased by the presence of dust; since the con
tagious pl'inciple of this disease, so far as can ' be 
learned, exists largely in the particles of dried epithe
lial scales which, falli.ng from the body, m ingle with 
dust of apartments, and thus spread the illfection 
from the sick to the well. 

THE difference of weight in the brains of men anrl In the same category Ill a y  be plll ced typhoid fever. 
wOlllen has long been a source of deep inter est to all In fact, this disease may fairly be styled the chief of 
who discourse of equality and rights. Th(»e ext rlt filth diseases, and although it nlltv not, be possible to 
oUll ces remain more or less a 8tlllublillg block to the trace the typho i rl bacillus en l'oute frolll the ileum of 
unwary. Metaphysical justice r efuses to regard thelll the sick to thll aJ<o rhag'us I)f the w�1I  br the lUediulU 
other than iniquitous. Yet certain structural differ- of any drink in which milk or water is used, the evi
ences escape such close scrutiny, notabl y that of the dence as to its transmission in this lIl anner is conclu�i ve, 
knee. L if'berman says of the di@ease: .. Dally observat.ion is 

The structure of the knee feminine constitutes in it- � llfficient to show t.hat the decolllposition o f  organic 
self a permanent disability for Illany mal!rcul ine pur- 8ub8t,ance�. and of excrementitious lSuhstances. is not of 
suits. The k nee joint in women is a sexual character- it.self suffici ent to produce typhoid fever. There are 
istic, as Dr , Ely Van de Warker long ago poin ted out. multitudes of houses in which the t'ffiuvia of the privies 
Viewed in frout and extended, the joint in but slight can be I'1Ut'lIed through a,1l the rOOlllS, and in which 
degree i ntercepts the gradual t.aper into the leg. the inhabitants are constantly inhlJ.ling sewer ga!! ; and 
Viewed ill a semiflexed position, the joint forms a neither the temporary nor pprmll.nent residents are 
s llIooth, ovate spheroid. The reason of this lies in the attacked with typhoid fever. " We are, therefore, 
smallness of the patella in front and the narrowness of forced to the conclusion that the poison of typhoid 
the articular surfaces of the tibia and femur, and fever dol'S not originate in filth or decomposing sub
which in Illan form the lateral prominences, and this stances, but simply finds in them favorable conditions 
is much more perfect as part of a sustaining cOlumn' l for its spread. 
Muscles designed to keep the body fixed upon the The evidence that both cholera and yellow .fev�r are 
thighs in an erect position labor under the dlsadvan- propagated by sewage-polluted water supply-is very 
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strong. In both cases the introduction of the disease 
from without appears to be essentia� to its propaga
tion. Filth is simply a medium favorable to its 
spread. 

The relation of diphtheria to filth is not so clear as 
ill sOUle of the infectious diseases, and it is often claimed 
that sewer gas is the common cause of the disease. That 
such filth may be a pruper soil for the cultivation of 
the disease, when once introduced, I have no doubt, 
but the claim that the disease originates in it is open 
to que,tion. 

The point which I desire to emphasize is not that 
the removal of filth should be disconrllged, but that 
when it it! done it should be done intelligently, and 
with this principle in view : that filth is a condition 
rather than a cause; that it is the soil for the cu Iture 
and transmis�ion of the infection, a,nd not the infection 
itself.- Tennessee State Board of Health Bulletin. 

SOME RECENT ADVANCES IN SOLAR SPEC-
./ TROSCOPY. 

By Prof. C. A. YOUNG. 
WITHIN the last three or four years our knowledge 

of t, he solar �pectrum and of the phenomena which are 
studil'd by means of the spectroscopic ob�ervation of 
the_ sun has made �ub8tantial progress. In the present 
article we propose to enumerate the principal ad vances, 
and to call attention to such as are specially interest
ing or important. 

Our limits permit only a passing reference to the 
recent work of the veteran Janssen, who, though no 
longer physically fit for mountain climbing, had him
sel! carried to the summit of Mt. Blanc by a force of 
pOl'ters in order to study the debated question whether 
the great oxygen lines in the red region of the solar 
spectrum might not be, partly at least, of solar origin, 
notwithRt.anrling the undoubted fact that they are 
mainly telluric. H is observations on the mount.ain, 
taken in connection with those he made upon the elec
tric light on the Eiffel tower as seen from Meudon. 
have settled the question in the negative. 

We must content ourselves also with little more than 
a mere mention of the great mllp of the solar spectrum 
published last year by the Nice ob�ervatory; the work 
of Thollen, who however did not live to see it finished. 
It extends from the red to the green, and is on a larger 
scale and more full of detail than any other yet issued; 
it is specially valuable for the manner in which i t  
brings out the uist.inction between the telluric lines, 
originating in the atmosphere of the earth, and those 
which are t.ruly solar, but on the other hand its scale 
is purely arbitrary, ancl this greatly limits its utility. 
On the whole t he new edition of Rowlant1l's photo
graphic map, which now covers the whole of the spec
trum except a small region at the extreme red end, �s 
comparably more satisfactory; it r epre&ents the ordin
ary appearance of the spectrum with the minutest 
accuracy, and bears an absolutely trustworthy scale of 
wave lengths. Its only drawback is that when the slln 
is near the horizon it ceases to correspond to the 
appearance presented: the telluric lines become 80 
numerous and intense as to transform entirely the 
whole aspect of certain regions of the spectrum, and 
the observer then is d riven to Thollen's map as the 
only one of much use under the circumst.ances. A 
new lIIap of the spectruUl. also photo�rII phic, iR an
nounced for early issue by Mr. Higgs, of Liverpool, whu 
has already pruduced plates pxceeding in beauty and 
clearness of definit.ion even the best of Rowland's; 
but his work has been done with a Rowland grating, 
so that our American physici8t can still claim a gener
ous share of the credit, for its excellence. In fact. the 
same may be said with reference to every piece of 
!>pectroseopic work we shall have occasion to speak of. 

Duner, in Sweden, has recently r epeated the investi
gation of the sun's rota tion as measured by the dis
placement of the lines of the spectrum at the eastern 
and western edges of the sun's disk. His results 
confirm those of previous observers, extend them to 
higher latitudes, and are far more precise. Incident
ally he confirms an old observation of the writer's in 
regard to the structure of sun spot spectra, finding 
them to be made up of fiue, closely packed. dark l ines, 
and not produced by a mere continuous absorption. 
This fact is of importance in its bearings upon the 
theory of the spob, but for some reason bas remained 
wit,hout verification until now. 

The most important piece of recent work in the line 
of solar spectro�copy is unquestionably Rowland's 
<lomparison of the solar spectrum with the spectra of 
the various chemical elements. It is, of course, to 
some extent onl y  a repetition of work already done by 
others, but the new investigation is so much more 
thorough, and made with instruments of so much 
greater power. that its results are incom parably more 
trustworthy. The work is not yet entirely finished, 
but it has already greatly extended our knowledge, 
both by increasing the number of the elements recog
nized as present in the sun and also in increasing the 
number of the lines identified as belonging to the 
spectra of the elements previously known. A large 
majority of the lines of the solar spectrum are now thus 
identified, and no less than thirty-six of the terrestrial 
elements are recognized with c prtainty in the sun, 
while eight remain doubtful, and fifteen fail to give 
any evidence of their pre�ence after the most careful 
search ; ten remained t� be tried at the time when the 
prel iminary results were published last spring. Of the 
sixteen elements added by this investigation to our 
former list. the m o�t importaut are carbon, silicon, 
silver and zinc : the detection in the SUII of the newly 
discovered and rare llIetal gf'rmanium is also interest
ing; ga lliulII as yet remains in the list of the untried. 
The most conspicuous of the " absentees" are nitrogen, 
sulphur, phospil,orlls, mercury, antimony and bisIlluth, 
while among those not yet examined are oxygen, 
bromine, chlorine, iodine and fluorine. 

Hard ly less interesting is the recent work of Hale, of 
Chicago, and Deslandres, of Paris, upon the ultra-violet 
spectrum of the chromosphere, and prominences as 
studied by Illeans of photography. It has long been 
known that the two wide, dark bands known as H and 
K at the violet end of the solar spectrum are "reversed" 
in the spectrum of the chromosphere and in tbe neigh
borhood of sun spots in the same manner as the hydro
gen lines; indeed, this fact, in connection with some 
other circumstances, led some to suppose that these 
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